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Photoinduced structural changes In amorphous semiconductors 
K. Tanaka 

DCpDr/mCI1I of Applitd PlryJks. Pacu/ry af t;tlsirrct ril,s, Ilolikaido Utliv~rsiry. Sapporo 060. JapDtI 
(Submitted February 16, 1998, acccpted for publication February 23, 1998) 
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn. 32, 964- %9 (August 1998) 

A variety of pholostructural changes observed in tetrahedra l and chakogenide amorphous 
semiconductOfs are reviewed from physical and chemical points of view. In particular, 
observalions of the phOlodarkening and related phenomena in chakogenide glasses are 
summarized. and structural models which have been proposed so far are critici7.ed. e 1998 
Amtficall InSfimft oj Physics. (S 1063-7826(98)0 1208-3] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is known thai many substances ellhibit structural 
changes when cxposcd to visible light. A well-known ex
ample in physical science may be Ihe photographic reaction, 
in which migrat ion of Ag ~ ions is induced in Ag-halide 
crystals by photoelectronic exci tation. I 

Rcccnt ly, it was fou nd that amorphous semiconductors 
cxhibit a varie ty of photoinduccd phcnomcna.2- 8 The follow. 
ing three featu res peculiar to amorphous semiconductors 
appear to be responsible for the ob~rvations: I ) valenl-e 
electrons in semiconductors lend to be optica lly elicited; 2) 
clectron- Iatti~ interaction appears to be strong in flexible 
networks; and 3) amorphous m,lIerials can possess a number 
of metastab le structures. 

"The phenomena observed in amorphous semiconductors 
can. be classified into two groups. One is bulk. effects or
phOloioduced phcnomena in single amorphous phases. J_S 

The other is a kind of photochemical reaction such as the 
photodoping. the photoinduced oxidat ion. e tc .. fOf" which the 
reader may refer to.some publ icat ions.2.~.6.9 

In the present paper we: describe the bulk. phQ(oinduced 
phenomena. First, unified views common to tc trahedral and 
cha!cogcnide systems arc pointed out and then characteristic 
diffcrences are discussed. Second, the reversible phQ(odark.
ening and related phcnomena induced in chalcogenide 
glasses with illumination and annealing are cOl1 sidered. 

2. PROMISING OUTLOOK FOR BULK PHOTOINDUCED 
PHENOMENA 

2.1. Observations 

As shown in Table I, the bulk photoinduced phenomena 
observed in te trahedral and chalcogcnide systems can be 
classified in to some groups, depending on the dcnsit ies of 
atomic sites involved. lo 

Photoinduced crystall ization is the most dramatic phe_ 
nomenon observed in both tetrahedra l II and chalcogenide 
amorphous semicooductors.11,n The phenomena appear 10 be 
induced eleclrotl icallylJ.14 and thermally, 11 .12 and the thermal 
process has been utilized as phase-change erasable 
memories. 1l Clearly. the photocrystalliution is iTTCversible, 
in the sense that the init ia l amorphous state cannot be reeov-
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ered with annealing, J) since the illuminated statc is thermo
dynamically more Siable (see, the inset in Table I). 

The number of covalent bonds interchanged in the 
photo-crysta!ti;t.a tion processes seem to depend on the matc
rial of inlerest. For instance, in amorphous Se, which con
S iSl~ of dislorted chain molecules. I6. 17 interchangc of a few 
atomic bonds ( - I %) seems to be sufficie nt to align the dis
torted chains into hexagonal crystals.ll In contrast, in a ter
nary compound such as Ge-Sb- Te (Ref. 12), bond breakage 
and reconstroction of a grea ter number ( - 10%) llIay be 
needed (0 produce polycryslals, s ince compositional disorder 
is inherent in compound materials. In Table I, therefore, the 
atomic density cootributing to the photocrystalli7.ation is rep
resented roughly as 1022 cm- J. This phenomenon is under
s tood ( 0 accompany structura l changes in the long. range 
order, since crystals are produced. 

Also observed in te trahedral and chaicogcnide systems 
are reversible phcnomena involving sturctural changes at 
atomic siles of 10 17_ 10 11 cm- J , approximatcly ppm order.s 
The density is comparable to thai of point defects in crystals, 
e.g., color centers in alkali hal ides, I and il is far below a 
detec tion limit of experimenta l techniques such as x-ray dif
fraction, which can provide direct structural infonnation. Ac
cordingly. mechanisms of these photoinduced phenomena 
arc largely speculative, spedfica tly, when related sites are 
ESR-inactive. The Staebler- Wronski effec t. which refers to 
a degradation of photoconductive properties in amorphous 
hydrogenated Si, is a reversible phenomenon which has bec:n 
s tudied e)(tensively.s In chaicogenide glasses held at low 
temperanlres ( ~T,f2). illumina tion generates unpaired elec
tron spins (photoinduced ESR), which accomfXlny an 
increase in optical absorption (photoinduced mid-gap ab
sorption) and decrease: in the photoluminescence intcnsity 
(photoinduced photoluminescence fatigue).' Common to a ll 
these phenomena is that dangl ing bonds are assumed to be 
photocreatcd.j 

Between the high- and low-dcnsity photoindu~d 
phenomena described above, there exist several phenomena 
involving atomic sites of - 1%.' Interestingly, thc:se kind 
of phenomena the demonstrated only in chalcogcnide 
glasses. In tetrahedral malerials, such phot05tructural 
changes seem to be still speculat ive. IU) In these photoin
duced phenomena in chaicogenide glasses, some are im vers-
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TABLE L A classification of bulk photoinduced phenonlwa Qb~"'e<l in tenahedral (a-SUI) and ehalcogenid. amorphous scmioond\IClOrs. 
The 310mic densities are reo",,,,,ntative. SRO. MRO, and l RO stand for short-. medium·, ond Iong-,"nge Old, ,,. 

Atomk: density, cm- l Material 
Stroctural change Reversibility 

a-Si: H Chalcogenidc 

~ 10" LRO Photo-crystallization Photo-crystallization Irreversible 
Giant photo-oontraction 
Phoro-polymerization ~ 
Photo-decomposition 

-
W\lJ 

~ 10'" MRO Photo-darkening Reversible 
Photo-induced anisotropy 

~ lO" Defective SRO Staebler- Wronski Photo-induced ESR f0. 

ible and Olhers are reversible, and, in general. irreversible 
phenomena exhibit greater structural changes. A well-known 
inevers ible change is the pholopolymerization phenomenon 
observed in as-evaporated A~S} films.7.s On the other band, 
al least, two reversible changes, Le. the photodarkening and 
the photoiuduced anisotropy, are known to exist. 3..'i,6,8 The 
details will be discussed in Sec. 3. 

2.2. Discussion 

It is interes ting to note in Table I that all the photoin
duced pheuomena involving atomic sites less or more than 
- lOW cm - ), - 1 % of the total atom density, are reversible 
and irreversible. It can be understood that the irreversible 
phenomena can involvc greater atom numbers, since the 
changes occur toward more stable atomic structures (see 
Table l), Why, then, should the atomic sites be less than 1% 
in the reversible changes? 

lbis fact can be accounted as follows: The density of 1% 
reads one pholOinduccd atomic site per cube with a side 
length of 5 - 6 atoms, which is I - 3 nm, depending on the 
atomic bonds involved, I.e .. covalent andlor van der Waals 
bonds. This length implies tha t. in a reversib le change. a 
pholOinduced atomic confi guration can be metastable. pro
vided that pt"oduced strain is confined in this cube. It can 
then be relaxed into a stable structu re with thermal relaxation 
induced by annealing. Alternatively. if more defecTive si tes 
were generated in the cube, interaction between the defective 
sites would be stronger. and hence cooperaTive relaxation 
(annihilation) might occur toward stable atomic configura
tions. We can thus assume that the defective atomic density 
of 1% is the limit arising from the structures which can lo
calize photoinduced strains.)) It is interest ing to note that the 
critical length of 1- 3 nm is comparable to the medium-

-
\lJ\V 

range structural length in chalcogenide glasses. 16.11 We can 
envisage one photoinduced defect in a crystalline structure 
with a scale of I - 3 nm. 

Why, then, should the site density of the photoinduced 
dangling bonds be less than 1018 cm- 3? The density may be 
related to the na ture of nonequilibrium disordered 
structures. II) 

It may also be worthwhile to consider the photoinduced 
phenomena from a chemical point of view. We note in Table 
I that chalcogenide glasses exhibit a variety of photoinduced 
phenomena. while the tetrahedral material possesses a fewer. 
How can we understand these contrast ing features? 

The origin can be sough! in the chemical bonding struc
tures. As illustrated in Fig. I, chalcogenide glasses arc 
assumed to consist of covalent clus ters held together with 
weak intennolecular forces of the van der Waals type.16 In 
other words. the glass possesses a dualistic bonding nature 
and 2 ..:;: Z ..:;:3, where 2 is the covalent coordination number 
averaged over the constituent atoms. 16 This Hexible structure 
with the low coordination number seems to cause many 
kinds of photoinduced phenomena. For instance, the photo
polymerization mentioned in 2.1 can occur because there ex
ist intra- and inter,molecular bonds,7.s We will also see in the 
next section that the photodarkening can be attributed to the 
existence of strong and weak bonds. In contrast, the atomic 
bond involved in the tetrahedral material is of one kind, Le., 
only covalent. and, accordingly, photoinduced changes are 
restricted in variety. Actually, Shimizu argues that the 
Staebler-Wronski effect could not occur if all Si atoms were 
tetrahedrally bonded with each other (2=4) (Ref. 5). 

Here, it is tempting to consider whether photoinduced 
phenomena appear in amorphous rare-gas solids. The mate
rial contains only van der Waals bonds (Z=O). and it may 
be very SOfl. 16.21 Unfortunately. as we know, photoinduced 
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FIG. I. A KI\<",,,,;,, illuSU-"llion of I chatcQ,enide gt"'" consiSlinl of f..,..r_ 
fo>td (Ge). Ihreefold (As. ~hl ..... d Iwofutd (S. 5<:. Tel coordi .... led aloms. 

phenomcna in such matcrials, have not been studied so far. 
liowever, it is plausible that only photoinduced crystalliza
tion can occur, since the van der Waals bond is nondirec
tional and flexible_ Phenomena similar to the Stacblcr
Wronski effe(:t cannot appear, since the re exist no covalent 
bonds and local bistablc configurations cannot be susta ined. 

Summarizing these considera tions, we conclude that the 
existence of two kinds of bonds in cha1cogenidc glasses is 
responsible for a variety of photoinduced phenOOk:na. In 
other .... ords, the low Z is essentia l. 4

) 

3. PHOTOOARKENING AND RELATED STRUCTURAL 
CHANGES 

The photodarkening phenomenon observed in chalco-
genidc glasses has so far attracted considerable: interest, and 
!he structural changes have been studied extensively. Below 
we give a brief review of the photodarkening and related 
phenomena, and then consider some structural models 
proposed so far . 

3.1. Observations 

When a chalcogcnide glass such as A~S), which has 
been anllCalcd at T, in advance, is illuminated at room tem
perature, or at temperatures subs tal1lially lower than T" the 
sample exhibits reve rsibk changes in volume, optical, e~

lrical, photoelectrical, mechanical. chemical, and lhennal 
properties,· -'" Here, the optical change includes thc photo-
darkening, which refers to the feature that iUuminated mate-
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2.1 1.4 2.6 
Phoirm tntI"Y'I. 'V 

FIG. 2. l'tIoIodarkminl in deposilCd ...... butk As,S, 01 room !em"".aw",. 
Sotid and d.""", lines show ..... eoled""" itumiJwcd ,taleS. 'The fi Lm mar· 
aclCriuic. lie me .... red b$iftl !be pho«Ilhcmll! , pearmcopy (K. T .. IkI. 
Y. tch imu",. and K. Sindoh. 1. Appl . Phys. 63. t8t ~ (19&8)). 

rials appear to be darkcned. As shown in Fig. 2, this darken
ing is causcd by a reduction of the optical bandgap energy. 
An increase in the refrac tive indel (6,,' ,, ""O.Om.6 in 
AStS» accompanies Ih is absorption change. The electrical 
change: appears as an increase in the ac conductivity,5 while 
de conductivity change cannot be e~amined , siocc the mate
rial is nearly insulaling. H As for the photoclectrical change, 
photoconductive degradation was found 10 occur as a resul t 
of tho! spectral change.5•

22 It is not conclusive whether the 
hole mobi li ty undergOl:s some moditication.~ as a rcsult of 
iIIuminat ion.6.1 l he mechanical, chemical , and thc rmal 
changes imply that the material beoomes softer and unstable 
upon iIIumination.5 Also consistent wi th these rigidity 
changes i§ Ihe volume e~pansion (6 V/V - O.5% in A~Sj ) 

upon illumination. More surprisingly. Tanaka el al. have 
demonstrated giant volume expanSion with sub-bandgap il 
lumination, which can be util ized to produce microlenscs.6 

However, the expansion docs not occur if a sample is illu
minated under hydrostatic compression, despi te the appear
ance of pholodarkening.5 We assume therefore, thaI photo
expansion and photodarkening are not direct ly related?) 

To obtain i~ight into microscopic S1ruc(Ural changes ac
companying the photodarkening. diffraction, extended x-ray 
absorption finc structure (EXAI'S) and vibrational spectro
scopic studies have been ]JCrformcd,)-8 However. it seems 
difficult to extract a unified model for the s tructural change 
from these stud ics_ since lhe structure itself is 
oontroversiar. I 6.11 In addition, as implied above. it is plau
sible that differen t kinds of structuJa! changes are induced by 
illumination. 

Diffraction studies using x-rays and neUlrons have been 
reported by some groups.).} Figure 3 shows an x-ray result 
reported by the present aut/tor USing bulk As2S) glass.]J 
Illumination and diffroctiOl1 measurements have been per· 
formed at room temperature in sim, in order to e~clude ther· 
mal expansion effects and to detect minute changes. We see 
thai the x· ray intensity difference (anocaled- illuminated) is 
positive at about the first sharp diffractiOl1 peak (FSDP), 
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RO. 3. X_'.Y diff~tion pattern. of an As,S, bulk ,Ian be(or~ IUI~ afler 
illumination. a - shows the annuled state. and b _ shows the difference 
obt.ined by l ubtra(:tin. the x·.ay intensity of the ill uminated pattern fron, 
that of the lI\IlCIIled pattern. 

which indicates photoinduced disordering in the medium
range order. This eJipcrimental result has been confirmed by 
some rescarchers. j.3 while the in terpretation of the FSDP re
mains controversial. 16.17 The: author prefers the so-called 
distorted· layer model,16 while olhers use three-dimensional 
models, e tc. t7 

Some EXAFS studies have been reported. J.3·14 However, 
the results reported for binary glasses are nOI necessarily 
consislent.3•

S Creation of homopolar bonds and fluctuation 
enhancement of As- S- As bond angles h9 vC been pointed 
out. Kolobov f!f al. report in situ investigation for amorphous 
&.24 

Vibrational Spectra have been olnained th rough RamllIl 
and infrared (lR) studies.'~-s In Raman scallering specna of 
illuminated A~Sl films, a trace of As-As bonds has been 
detected at 23 1 cm- I, and !be intensity of the low. frequency 
Raman peak located at - 25 cm - I, the so-called boson peak, 
is substanlially reduced.' ·l,8 No marked changes in the As-S 
vibrational band centered at 340 em - ! are reponed. In con
trast, in the IR spectroscopy, which may be morc amenable 
to qUllIltitative evaluation, slight broadening of the As- S vi
brational band has been detected.4 

3.2. Dlscuss.lon 

How can we understand these: macroscopic and micro
scopic changes? Taking the revers ible features into account, 
we can assume a coofiguration-eoordinate diagram such as 
shown in Table I (Ref. 5). in which an illuminated Slale is 
shown as quasi-s table. Then, the problem turns to the struc
tural e lement involved. 

Here, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the structural models pro
posed so far can be classified into two groups. In all models, 
relatively ordered struclures are assunled 10 be Ihe annealed 
slate. For Ihe illuminated state, the defect mode ls (3) and (b) 
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c 

FIG. 4. Schem.aI;C iJhI$lnlion of .1Il/C1U .. t IUOdeJs proposed (0 ' l11e phoro
darb;ft ill8 ..,d relaled phenome .... a and b sbow de("", 1I\Odc~ ..,d c rep
re",nc$ distonion rIIOlkI$. 

presume creation of some kind of defects al\d, in contraSt, 
the distortion models (c) postulate Ihat randomness increases 
in normal bonding configurations. 

3.2.1. Deff!tCtive structure models. 

Owen and others have emphasized through thei r Raman 
scattering measurements that As- As bonds are fonned in 
illuminated states (Fig. 4a).'·7.1 It is theoretically predicted 
that As- As boods provide e lectronic s tates in the 
bandgap,J·n and hence the photodarkening may appear if the 
homopolar bonds nre created. Nonetheless, the modc l cannot 
be a universal uplanation of the photoinduced change, since 
the photooarkening appears in elemental materials, Sand 
Se . ~ In addition, no evidence of photoinduced Ge- Ge bonds 
is obtained throughl Raman studies. lJ 

Street and others have developed defective models using 
the eharged-defect concept which was originally proposed by 
Mott.' The charged defects are assumed to produce elec
tronic Slates in the band·tail regions.17 and hence the band
gap is reduced upon illumination. These defects with the 
density of - I % would manifest specific vibrational peaks, 
which were investigated by Kolobov et aJ.25 

3.2.2. Distorted srructure models. 

In the last model illustrated in Fig. 4, some kind of 
photoinduced dis tortions in normal bonding configurations 
are assumed. S ince modifiCltions of covalent bond lengths 
requires substantial energy. and since tOe strained s tructures 
may not be quasi· st.1bIe, such distortions cannot be envis
aged in the reversible phOlod.1rkening. 

Plausihle s tructural changes CllIl then be sought in thc 
distortions in bond angles, dihedral angles, and van cler 
Waals distances. For instance, Ulsugi and Mizushima em
phasize the angular distortion in Ihe short-range order, on the 
basis of their IR studies.4 Angular fluctuation will increase 
the width of the conduction band, since the conduction band 
in chalcogenide glasses consis ts of the nntibonding state of 
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covalent bonds. I6.,11 As a result. the phOiodarkening can ap · 
pear. 

On the other hand, distortions in the dihedra l angle and 
the van der Waals distance enhance the randomness in the 
medium.range structural order. Pfeiffer el 01., assume distor
tion of dihedral angles on the basis of thei r EXAFS studies.' 
In contrast. the present author has proposed the ,"tenoolecu
lar distort ion mrough bond-twisting m(l(ioo of chalcogen 
atom.s These two kinds of s tructural changes appcar to be 
consis tent with the FSDP weakening and broadening, shown 
in Fig. 3. The structural changes will modify the width of the 
valence band, since the width of Ihe valence band is strongly 
influenced by the inte ranion between lone-pair p -orbital 
electrons of chalcogen 310ms. I6.,17 

At present, it di fficult to de telmine which stnlClural 
change is the most responsible . Wc expect that further in
sight can be provided if it is disc losed tha t phOlodarkening is 
caused by the changes in me bollom of the cooductioo band 
and'or in the top of the vatence band. Ilowever. the accur3Cy 
of the photoelectron spttlroscopy. which is capable \0 deter
mine thc position of the band edges. is not sufficient to re
solve II shifl of - 50 meV. Alternatively, wc can assume that 
the three structural changes are inlelTtlated, since the st ruc
tural relaxation is charac teristic of chalcogenide glasses that 
possess low Z. In other words, if an inlennolecular bond is 
distorted upon illumination, structural relaxation will neces
sarily occur, which wou ld lead to appreciable angular distor
tions. 

3.2.3. Itfiscallaneous. 

When dealing with me phOlodarkening in As2S, and 
similar materials, we should note characteristic differences 
and similarities between the bulk and the annealed films. In 
general, structures of the bulk arK! the annealed films are 
assumed to be similar. while it has been demonstrated that 
Ihe annealed fi lm still conta ins an appreciable number 
( - I %) of As- As bondsYI In fact, Fig. 2 shows thai me 
absorption edges of <In annealed film and the corresponding 
bulk are clearly differen t. Wrong bonds (homopolar bonds in 
stoichiometric compounds) seem 10 cause the difference. 
Surprisingly, however, the photoinduced red·sh ifts are nearly 
the same, - 50 meV. in both malerials. 

We should also nOle that when AS2Sl is exposed to lin
early polarized light, the photodarkening and the photoin
duced anisotropy appear simultaneously. The mechanisms of 
thesc phenomena were fourK! to be different.'.u.v Accord
ingly, it is clear mat al \east two kinds of s tructural changes 
are induced upon illumination. Further studies are needed in 
order to obtain one-to-one correspondc:nces between macro
scopic changes and microscopic structural changes, in which 
dIe latter is largely speculative. 

4. SUMMARY 

Overall features of the photoinduccu phenoITIC na ob
served in amorphous semicondllCtors are considered from 
two aspects. From the atomic densi ty. it appears that the 
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reversible phenomena cannot accompany structural changes 
at atomic sites more than - I % of the total atom densi ty. 
From a chemical point of view. Ihe reason why chalcogenide 
glasses exhibit a variety of phenomena can be sought in the 
dualistic bonding nature which involves covalent and van der 
Waals bonds. 

The photodarl:ening and related phenomena are critically 
reviewed. Many macroscopic features have been revealed, 
while the mechanism remains speculative. This is because 
me structural changes appear to extend to medium-range 
scales. for which no convincing experimental tools are yet 
ava ilable. In contrast. the phenomena appear to be promising 
for fabrication of functional devices.u 

This article is dedicated to Professor Kolomiels. who is 
undoubtcdly the founder of amorphous semiconductor phys
ics. Ue also brought up many able scientists such as Profes
sor Lyubin and Dr. Kolobov. I cannot forget his strength and 
warmth at the loffe Institute in 1987, 

'>no. lIhase-cban,e process Cln be revenible wilh thermal anneatmg ;md 

qucnch'nl. which are indIK'Cd wi'" pulsed i!!urnin~tion at different li"'l 
imeqs~ies and d,((erent pulse widths. II tile ltV1:"iblc: pho!o.>.o:norplliutioo 
of crysuJline AS;oSe,., Ii)",,,, wl»ltales ore oespoosibk for Iht peculiar 

phuoomc"o". 
1.Isreakin& of covalent bond. and re]Mile motion of chlin fn .......... ~ 
~)y fleedtd. like 1he crystallization proceu 111 chilo polymen (_ 
Ref. 18). 

llrn order to continn IIti. 'f'Ccutation. toowevcr. laui«: dynamical cakula1ion 
in tlflc amorpllo\ls networks is ro«dtd. 

":In Ibis sU . .." p/>o!oio"".ttd JlheIlOll>e .... can IlpJleIIr _\50 in o~ide,~ 
as 1hey do.' Nonclhcless. tile :alOftl ic boIId i. more ioaic, and tile dualistic 
bondin, na'\Ife i. IlOl ptOtllincnt . Acmmingiy. they uhobil fe ..... r kirKh Or 
photoindUttd pl"",.>mena. like ,,051 : H. 
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